
Monday Night Info Net Script 12/1 Revised

“Are there any stations with Emergency or Priority Traffic before we begin the Monday 
Night Info net, please come now.”

PAUSE

CQ, CQ, CQ Calling the Monday Night Information net (repeat 3 times).

PAUSE

“Good evening amateur radio operators. This is (give date), the (x) Monday of the 
month and as a result it’s my time to be your net control for the Monday Night Info net. 
My name is Steve and call sign is KA4FOX.

“This is a directed net operating on the Repeater 146.925 linked with the 146.895 
repeater.”

“Anyone is welcome to check into the Monday Night Info Net. Please direct your calls to 
Net Control and enunciate your name and spell out your Call Sign in accepted Amateur
phonetics. Please give you call slowly and clearly as this allows the club to keep the log 
entries correct without mistakes.”

“I have (a few/no) announcements at the beginning of the Net.” (List announcements) “If
there are any stations with Emergency or Priority need to use this repeater, please 
come now.”

PAUSE

“Nothing Heard so let’s first start with any Mobile Stations. I will list mobile stations and 
then give the first opportunity to make any comments they wish to the net.”

“Are there any mobile stations out there wishing to check in, please come now?” List 
Mobile Stations.

PAUSE

From Mobile List: “Welcome (name/callsign), please give us a comment.”

Go down mobile list and then ask if there are any additional Mobile stations, please 
check in.

“Last call for any Mobile Stations.

PAUSE. 



Hearing none, next let’s go to Fixed or Portable Stations.”

“Calling Stations with Suffix beginning Alpha through Echo, please come now.” 

PAUSE 

“I acknowledge the following stations checking into the net. Welcome and please stand 
by.”

“We will begin with post-numeric suffixes beginning Foxtrot through Juliet, please come 
now.”. 

Pause for check-ins. 

“I acknowledge (list stations) to the net. Welcome and please stand by.”

“Next calling Stations with suffix beginning Kilo through Oscar, please come now.” 

Pause for check-ins.

 “I acknowledge (list) to the net. Welcome and please stand by.” 

“Stations with suffix beginning Papa Through Tango, please come now.” 

Pause for check-ins.

 “I acknowledge (list) to the net. Welcome and please stand by.”

“Stations with suffix beginning Uniform through Zulu, please come now.” 

Pause for check-ins. 

“I acknowledge (list) to the net. Welcome and please stand by.”

Review the List each callsign that I receive and then ask: 

“Are there any other stations that I might have missed for check ins? Please come 
now.”

Welcome and list latecomers by reading calls who have checked in. OR if nothing 
heard,

 “Let’s go back up to the top of the list and in sequence respond to your call, and give 
me your name and any information you might have for the net this
evening.”



After going down the List, ask 

“Are there any further comments/ rechecks and/or late check ins, please come now. 

This is (list your call for ID) Net Control for the Monday Night Info net.”

To end Net: 

“I want to thank all (X number) of stations that checked into the Monday Night Info net 
this evening. 73 and good evening to all.”

(Note: If Repeater is in Net Mode ask for someone who knows code to put the Repeater
back into Normal Mode.)


